Scenario Cher

1. Cher is a time share robot for fellow citizens in the
neighbourhood that want to lose weight. By sharing the
robot, people can motivate each other and start competing.

2. If Cher is at your home, she will help you in making
choices with your diet (like weight watchers) and helps
you with exercises, that she will project on the wall.
Relatives and friends can also provide images and sounds
to make exercising more attractive.

You will score a
nice average, Mr.
Janson!

Morning Mr.
Janson, can you
hear the birds
singing?

4. In the morning, when Mr. Janson wakes op he finds
Cher asking to do some of his exercises. Cher projects
birds on the wall for Mr. Janson to catch.

How well did
you do this
morning?

5. Cher challenges Mr. Janson to outrun himself, and when
he weakens she will show boredom, so that he will be
stimulated to get her back to her normal reaction.

She really did help me. We
went bird hunting together.

7. At noon, it is time to bring Cher to Mrs. Brown who lives
further down the street. Mr. Janson helps Cher getting
down the stairs and walks with her to Mrs. Brown.

3. The amount of exercises, muscle tension and other key
data is measured. Your results will be reflected in the
appearance of Cher.

6. The progress that Mr. Janson has made is shown by
Cher on a display.

Have been busy,
Kitty!!

Come Cher,
lets prepare
some food...

8. Mrs. Brown decides to do some of her exercises before
lunch and turns on Cher. She is making knee bends to
enforce her muscles and Cher will make a sound with
every bend. Mrs. Brown tries to find the right rythm, if
she succeeds, a background tune will start playing.

9. Finally, Mrs. Brown brings Cher to Mrs. Trifle.
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